
Sharp and easily consumable 

Robust reports, annual reviews 
and turn-key analytics are a critical 
part of business deliverables, account 
management, and strategic client 
engagements.

Present answers in deliverables that 
impress today’s toughest critic – you!

Strategic Presentations for various audiences

Sophisticated Analytic Content, Simple Scheduled Reports

PPT or PDF

Choose from PowerPoint or PDF 
outputs.  Use corporate  templates or 
your own stylized templates.

Why use Presentation Ready Reports? 
Define reports, styling, filters.  Schedule jobs to run and deliver reports in custom 
templates.  Present engaging report content and use online interactive dashboards for a 
strategic delivery and your own special touch.  Here’s how others are using this feature 
set:

Standard reports:  A Screening program uses this feature to deliver a member-centric 
report and aggregated results for employers, to complement their health service.

Comprehensive Annual Reviews:  A third-party administrator manages plan 
performance reporting using a small number of templates despite unique plan sponsor 
requirements.

Presentations: Consultants include recommendations or action plans along with 
supporting data visualizations. An advisory firm runs strategic workshops with online 
interactive dashboards.  Participants have a supplemental printed workbook.

Executive updates: A large self-funded plan sponsor distributes PDF files
communicating quarterly updates for the Total Rewards and well-being program costs, 
performance, and engagement for each corporate and regional office.
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Build once, use many times

Create simplicity and efficiency in reporting. Build analytic content once and use in multiple ways. 
Synergize analytic content across live dashboards with ready-to-go presentations.

HDMS Enlight® Presentation Ready Report feature produces compelling and robust reports 
using the same analytic content and calculations available within the interactive platform.  
Streamline operational and maintenance processes using the powerful design options that meet 
more reporting needs with fewer reports. 

Change is expected

Fluidly align reports with your ever-
changing requirements.  Adapting reports 
is easier than ever with simplified 
technology supporting the process.
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Presentation Ready Reports

Deliver polished reports with simplicity and ease

Robust ready-made content
Use Presentation Ready Report enabled content in a styled report.  
This includes:

• Key Performance Indicators
• Demographics and Utilization
• Site of Care and Non-Emergent ER
• Avoidable Inpatient Admissions
• High-Cost Claimants
• Chronic Care
• Pharmacy and Specialty Pharmacy
• Infusion Therapy
• Key Takeaways
• Glossary of Terms

Organizations also have unique analytic content that supports 
complex business requirements. Incorporate these dashboards 
and stories into presentation ready reports by working with 
account teams.

Easy and Efficient: Flexible Time
Flexible Time offers powerful functionality for report design.

Users may select options like Rolling 12 months, Calendar 12 
months, Calendar YTD, Plan 12 months, Plan YTD, and define the 
run out (lag). 

Alternatively, users may create a custom time period.  This aligns 
data trends with program specific requirements and provides 
precision analytics.  For instance, look at mammogram utilization 
for the past 27 months at any point in the year or investigate 
HEDIS screenings with a very specific lookback.
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Add data filters (can be customized based on your data)

One report design fills many needs

Filters

Access the complete functionality of 
flexible time to tailor reports to meet 
complex requirements.

Define time

Report customization features:

Deliver with style

Drop into one or more style templates 
for polish and brand consistency

Get Started

PowerPoint
PDF

Output options

Let your account team help you:

1. Analytic content is built and tested.  
Once approved, it is made available for 
reporting.

2. Style templates are uploaded.  These 
styles are then available for multi-use.

3. The Presentation Ready wizard allows 
a user to identify the desired 
combination of content, time and filter 
criteria, style templates and 
distribution criteria to be defined into 
a scheduled job.
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